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In diagnosis and therapy,
nothing is absolute.

Ultimately, everything is
relative to one’s own

personal values.



Testing, in the context of a
visit to a doctor or other

health care practitioner, is a
metaphor or proxy for

concern



“He doesn't believe in important tests for people in my age
group. I fired him when he gave me a physical and only
looked at me, and am now being professional treated by
another local physician.”

http://www.ratemds.com/doctor-ratings/73276/Dr-Warren-Bell-Salmon+Arm-BC.html

“My aunt has … major asthma and has been asking for many
breathing tests and he said they are not necessary! ….She asked
for a blood test and he said it was not necessary! My mom had to
go see him for a complete physical and he looked at her ankles
and told her she was in perfect health!” [Emphasis added]



“Very personable, not one to push medication. Very friendly
and willing to take time to counsel patients and include the
family in all conversations.”

“He does not push pharmecuticals.” [sic]



“Not once has he refused any kind of treatment if it stood
any chance of helping me. He is not afraid to get on my
case if I get tardy about going for tests or treatment he has
decided on.”

http://www.ratemds.com/doctor-ratings/72134/Dr-Bryan-Bass-Duncan-BC.html

What the Good Guys do….



UselessUseless

 Costs moneyCosts money
 Uses up resources of time and energyUses up resources of time and energy
 Changes nothingChanges nothing



Useless?Useless?



UselessUseless……

A A ““complete medical check-upcomplete medical check-up””

vs the “Periodic Health Exam”





……UselessUseless

 Cholesterol testing if youCholesterol testing if you’’ve never had ave never had a
cardiovascular cardiovascular ““eventevent””

 Blood sugar testing if youBlood sugar testing if you’’re under 50 andre under 50 and
have no symptomshave no symptoms

 PSA testing with normal symptoms ofPSA testing with normal symptoms of
benign benign prostaticprostatic enlargement enlargement

 Urine testing if you have no symptomsUrine testing if you have no symptoms
 Electrolyte testing if you feel fine and lackElectrolyte testing if you feel fine and lack

symptomssymptoms





Some context….





A distractionA distraction

 Supplies information that is irrelevantSupplies information that is irrelevant
 Captures your or your doctorCaptures your or your doctor’’s attentions attention,,

but offers no new informationbut offers no new information
 Takes time and energy away Takes time and energy away from morefrom more

meaningful or practical activities, or pointsmeaningful or practical activities, or points
of interestof interest

 Particularly problematic if the doctorParticularly problematic if the doctor
insists that you come to the officeinsists that you come to the office for any for any
resultsresults





……or worse.or worse.
 Costs you a lot of moneyCosts you a lot of money
 Gives you information that scares youGives you information that scares you

unnecessarilyunnecessarily
 Compels you to undergo further, more invasiveCompels you to undergo further, more invasive

or dangerous testing that reveals no problemor dangerous testing that reveals no problem
 Creates dependency on the doctor and/or theCreates dependency on the doctor and/or the

medical medical ““systemsystem””  –– drugs, surgery, follow-up drugs, surgery, follow-up
tests and visits, as opposed to addressingtests and visits, as opposed to addressing
personal habits, living situations, social orpersonal habits, living situations, social or
cultural issues, community processes that affectcultural issues, community processes that affect
healthhealth



Or Or even worseeven worse……

 Causes a lot of painCauses a lot of pain
 Injures you, acutely or chronicallyInjures you, acutely or chronically
 Disables youDisables you
 Harms you, or makes you suffer, withoutHarms you, or makes you suffer, without

giving clinically useful informationgiving clinically useful information



Prostate biopsy instrumentProstate biopsy gun





“It was the worst pain I had ever experienced, and as the pain was
already too much by about the third needle, it was grim knowing that
there were so many more to come. I felt suddenly very hot, sweaty
and dizzy. I was in too much pain and perhaps shock to be able to
say anything. I could merely mumble a few noises to indicate I was
having a bad time; it was little more than a whimper. I tried to cope
by concentrating on listening him to calling out the numbers of the
samples as he handed them over to the nurse. I reckon that had
there been just one more jab, then I would have puked all over the
wall and probably fainted too. He said he was finished and the
device was pulled from me with no finesse. He snapped off his
rubber gloves and left me alone with the nurse.

I had to lie there for a few minutes trying to get myself sorted by
breathing slowly, wiping my forehead etc. The nurse was very
sympathetic and talked soothingly to me as washed my anus and
buttocks with warm water soap and a flannel, and then dried me just
as gently.”



So what should happen when youSo what should happen when you
go and see your doctor?go and see your doctor?

 You go for a specific You go for a specific reasonreason  –– a symptom or a a symptom or a
worry or an injury (or several)worry or an injury (or several)

 You are You are listened tolistened to as you tell your  as you tell your storystory, and, and
questioned closelyquestioned closely

 You work You work withwith the doctor to decide what to do, the doctor to decide what to do,
and it should and it should make sensemake sense (be useful) (be useful)

 If there are harms, you learn about them inIf there are harms, you learn about them in
detail, alongside benefitsdetail, alongside benefits

 Treatment is Treatment is nevernever the only possible outcome of the only possible outcome of
your visityour visit


